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The 595 RS-RR is an evolution of the race-winning 595 

RS-R,delivering even faster lap times and better dry grip.

1. New silica-infused tread compounds provide outstanding 

grip and enhanced durability.

2. Flame-shaped grooves contribute to decreased aquaplan-

ing and improved traction in rainy conditions.

3. Even stiffness in both center and shoulder areas minimize 

uneven wear for improved grip.

The name 595 RS-R has become a milestone,marking a 

legacy in Federal’s ultra high performance tires.

1. Enhanced tire tread stiffness provides better grip,traction 

and cornering at high speed.

2. Wide V-shaped grooves maximize contact areas and 

water-channeling efficiency.

3. Steel tire cord and reinforced sidewalls deliver dashing 

cornering stability.

The sleek 595 RS-PRO is a EURO R117-certified street 

tire, engineered to satisfy your desire and style for aggres-

sive performance.

1. Continuous central rib delivers straight line stability at high 

speed.

2. Dual circumferential grooves and V-shaped tread grooves 

channel water away effectively.

3. Advance carcass structure design ensures optimal rough-

ness and contact patch.

4. Enhanced tire block rigidity and maximized patch areas 

grant outstanding grips and steering accuracy.
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The 595 RPM is Federal's ultra high performance 

summer tire with the perfect combination of precise handling, 

refined quality, and comfortable rides.

Ready to be worn by the ultimate sport sedan.

595RPM's advanced compound and asymmetric tread 

design delivers the perfect blend of comfort and 

performance. 595RPM offers unparalleled grip and handling 

for the driving enthusiast. Get ready to be worn by the 

ultimate super cars.

Features

1. An asymmetric tire featuring soft sidewall and stiff outer 

areas for superior handling and comfort.

2. 3D tread design blends the tire's responsiveness, 

handling, and toughness for rigorous driving.

3. Circumferential grooves channel water away effectively, 

plus quiet and comfortable rides.

4. Rough outer areas provide extra traction during intensive 

driving, along with endurance.
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The Evoluzion ST-1 is an ultra high performance summer 

tire that delivers comfort and performance in both wet and 

dry handling.

1. Advance wet grip compounds deliver optimized wet and 

dry traction.

2. Triple wide and one thin grooves reduce hydroplaning.

3. High-rigidity carcass structure brings enhanced cornering 

stability.

4. Large contact patch areas maximize traction and steering 

accuracy.
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The Evoluzion F60 is Federal's flagship tire for ultra high 

performance driving with superior responsiveness, expert 

handling, incredible braking, and outstanding grip!

1. New silica-infused tread compounds provide outstanding 

rigidity and enhanced durability.

2. Reinforced outer tread blocks provide enhanced traction 

during intensive driving, plus wear resistance.

3. Triple circumferential grooves and inner tread grooves 

maximize wet traction at high speed.



Federal's 595 is your perfect match for its balanced 

all-season driving and aggressive looks.

1. Uni-directional grooves enhance high-speed stability and 

traction.

2. Even stiffness in both center and shoulder areas minimize 

uneven wear for improved grip.

3. Steel tire cord and reinforced sidewalls ensure optimum 

performance in all temperatures.

4. Optimized tread pitch and alignment reduce noise for com-

fortable rides at high speed.

The 595 EVO delivers exceptional grip, responsive steer-

ing, and precise cornering and control at high speed.

1. Optimized tread pitch and alignment reduces noise for 

comfort rides at high speed.

2. Reinforced central rib delivers straight line stability.

3. Large, stiff shoulder blocks increase lateral grip and 

cornering stability.

4. Four main grooves disperse water effectively to prevent 

aquaplaning.
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